
ARTSAT PROJECT-1: INVADER will be launched as a piggyback micro-satellites of H-IIA !!

ARTSAT PROJECT-1: INVADER (INteractiVe satellite for Art and Design Experimental Research) which is a 1U CubeSat under 
development was selected as one of the piggyback micro-satellites of the JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) H-IIA rocket 
which will be launched in 2013 from the Tanegashima Space Center.

ARTSAT PROJECT-1: INVADER is the world's first "Art Satellite" currently developed as a part of the "ARTSAT: Art and Satellite 
Project" which aims at practical use of a satellite for art and design. 

ARTSAT：What is ARTSAT project?

ARTSAT project investigates a new kind of media art and interaction design to create various forms of art works and design products 
by concidering a satellite as the media which connects everyday life to the universe. The core of the project is the collaboration of 
Tama Art University and the University of Tokyo. The University of Tokyo team mainly takes charge of the development of satellite 
bus system. Tama Art University team is taking charge of the ground station system and data processing/sharing system. In Tama Art 
University, the missions and culture of the "Satellite art" are widely fostered through the PBL (Project-Based Learning) class beyond the 
frame of the faculty, department and/or grade. 

ARTSAT：Concept

The three concepts of the ARTSAT project are as follows:
 - Open satellite for everyone,
 - Emotive satellite to stimulate our feelings,
 - Beautiful satellite which is designed totally.
We are going to create new satellite culture which can change a satellite from the special object to familiar events.

ARTSAT：Objective

The main two objectives of the project are:
 - Creating artworks and related products which utilized the telemetry data obtained from satellites,
 - Launching exclusive satellite for art and design.
ARTSAT PROJECT-1: INVADER is the first satellite for art and design according to the latter objective.

ARTSAT：Mission

The selected INVADER satellite is planning to perform the following missions for the purpose of utilizing the minimum function of 
CubeSat satellite to the utmost. 

(1) Utilization of satellite data for art and design

Designing various kinds of daily products such as furnitures, lights, accessories, gadgets, music, movies, games and entertainment 

works by accessing the telemetry data sent through the Internet from the satellite. These products will interact with position, 

movement, state and surrounding environment of the satellite, which enables to connect our everyday life to the universe.

(2) Designing interface and platform for utilizing satellite data

We will develop and implement ARTSAT API (Application Programming Interface) for supporting the creation of above-mentioned 

satellite products, music, applications etc. which will utilize satellite data.

(3) Making interactive artworks which uses the satellite as media

Not only receiving data from the satellite on the ground, the OBC (On Board Computer) which will be installed in the satellite are re-

programable after launched. This function enables to make further dynamic interaction between ground and space.

(4) Outreach activities through the work of satellite art and design
The possibility of using the satellite for art and design is widely proposed into society through the development of various applications, 
events and workshops.

ARTSAT：Future

From now on, the development of the satellite bus, installation of the ground station, and designing related software and products will 

progress energetically towards the launch of the satellite. All members feel great thanks to having selected our project. The project will 

be advance by thoroughgoing organization in order to success various operations and missions.

ARTSAT web page [http://artsat.jp] reports the process of the project at any time. Please give us our innovative ARTSAT project 
much more support and cooperation. Thank you very much in advance.
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